What do you enjoy most about being an FMA chapter?
We enjoy the knowledge we continue to receive. There is so much that can be done in the world of finance, and being an FMA chapter exposes us to opportunities and connections within that world. Those connections and opportunities enrich our experiences with our peers.

How does your FMA chapter benefit the students at SUU?
Our chapter provides opportunities to hear from and visit with those in the world of finance. Some of those opportunities include visiting employers in Utah, Nevada, and New York, participating in the FMA Finance Leaders' Conference, having monthly speakers travel to speak with us, and access to job and internship information.

What local chapter event are you most excited about this year?
This year we are most excited to visit employers in Salt Lake City, UT and Las Vegas, NV to gain additional insight into careers in finance. Some chapter members have been hired at these places after they graduate, which only adds to the excitement of these trips.

What local chapter event has been your favorite so far?
The favorite event for most students is our spring social. We get to look back on the year and see the successes we have accomplished with each other. While the food and prizes provide incentive to get as many people there as possible, it’s the connections we continue to make that make it the most enjoyable.

Share your best advice for running a successful chapter.
Don't be afraid to try new things and get involved. Take the initiative and go after opportunities. This can bring the most memorable experiences and provide an upgrade in the chapter members' lives.